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Extragalactic Transient Universe:
Explosive Systems
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“Bad” News:
Discoveries Swamp Followup Resources
Large Synoptic Survey
Telescope (LSST):
1 Gb every 2 seconds
106 supernovae/yr
105 eclipsing systems
107 asteroids...
light curves of 800
million sources every
3 days
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Goal: Autonomous creation of new
knowledge, that itself spurs further
resource allocation & inquiry

• Generate probabilistic statements about
the nature of events (ie. classification)

• Provide push/pull access to current & past
events

• (bootstrap) Learning from feedback
• Operate at sufficient & scalable rates
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Considerable Complications with Time Series Data

• noisy, irregularly
sampled

•

spurious data

• telltale signature
event may not
have happened
yet

class: microlensing

http://group-think.appspot.com
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classification:
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Major Challenge:
how do we use domain knowledge &
known (“labelled”) instances to
create a classifier?

traditional fitting, machine learning, ...

Machine-Learning Approach to
Classification
Data

Utility for Classification
• comparison to previously

Time Series
(e.g. color, brightness change, etc.)

observed sources, & theoretical/
numerical models
•historical images: extend time
baseline

Context

situational awareness:
(e.g. sky location, nearest galaxy expectations of different classes
type)
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Feature Extraction: Homogenizing
Heterogenous Data
“Features”: real-number metrics that describe the
time-domain characteristics & context of a source.
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Fig. 10. The classification based on log R21 obtained from the FD
method.
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good phase coverage and less noisy data points so that the fit to
the light curve is good enough to rely on its parameters. But this
is not the case for each and every light curve data generated from

Deb & Singh+09

Transient Taxonomy is a Mess
Phenomenologically & physically based taxonomy

• hybrid topology → complicates machine learning
• incomplete & inaccurate
Can the learning process itself, based purely
on what is observed, reveal new physical
connections between phenomena?

MachineLearned
Classification

Confusion Matrix

1. Parallelize the Learning Phase of Machine Learning

Problem:
frameworks like Weka (http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/
ml/weka/) are not natively parallel. We will need to
burst out training requests on specific time/
observation vectors & classify quickly with the results
Solution:
build a parallel platform for weka
(GridWeka, Weka-parallel etc. are out of date &
probably not elegant)
- develop/adapt Mahout (http://lucene.apache.org/
mahout/), ML for Hadoop

http://userweb.port.ac.uk/~khusainr/weka

1. Parallelize the Learning Phase of Machine Learning

Problem:
we have errors on our data (both training sets and
instances) & we dont know how to deal with them
Sledgehammer Solution:
use a parallel platform to generate distribution of
trained models & apply to distribution of
instance-based sets

1. Parallelize the Learning Phase of Machine Learning
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2. Build a General Crowdsourcing Platform (GroupThink2.0)

- production scale site (GoogleAppEngine or elsewhere),
allowing interconnection of projects

Congrats, Sally. You became a SuperThinker® of ProjectAstro.
Others like you also liked participating in:
FindMayanRuins - use GoogleEarth to find ruins
✔ Semantic Web
Dog Families

- markup meta content on the Web
- help us figure out the connectedness of
breeds of dogs

Add a ✔ to get started on the tutorials

continue→

2. Build a General Crowdsourcing Platform (GroupThink2.0)

- build innovative analytics plugins for projects;
- could require grid/cloud-based analysis for on-the-fly
results
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3. Parallelized Genetic Programming for Feature Discovery

Instead of handcoding “features” for ML,
using GP (in parallelized environment) to
discover features which give the best
classification

vs.
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4. Parallelized Visual Exploration Tool

allow the armchair astronomer to ask complex
questions of the databases & visualize and interact
with the results (100M+ rows)

4. Parallelized Visual Exploration Tool

allow the armchair astronomer to ask complex
questions of the databases & visualize and interact
with the results
- parallel database calls with embedded custom code
(e.g. Hadoop SQL “hive”)

Resources
1. dotastro.org
2. Harvard TimeSeries Center:
http://timemachine.iic.harvard.edu/
3. “The Fourth Paradigm: Data-Intensive Scientific Discovery”

http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/collaboration/
fourthparadigm/

